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a b s t r a c t 

The Saffman–Taylor fingering instability arises when a less viscous fluid displaces a more viscous one 

inside porous media, which has been extensively studied for decades. Conversely, the invasion of a more 

viscous fluid into a less viscous fluid is inherently stable to interfacial instabilities. However, Tang et al. [1] 

first observed that the addition of particles to a viscous invading fluid can destabilize the fluid-fluid in- 

terface, even in the absence of the unstable viscosity ratio. Building on the previous observations, we 

experimentally characterize the particle-induced fingering patterns in a radial source flow for varying 

particle volume fractions and gap sizes. The onset of fingering is observed to be highly dependent on 

the particle volume fraction and also, to a lesser extent, on the channel gap thickness. The key physi- 

cal mechanism behind this instability is the particle accumulation on the interface that stems from the 

shear-induced migration of particles far upstream of the interface. We model the particle-laden flow as 

a continuum in the quasi-steady region away from the interface, based on the suspension balance ap- 

proach, and successfully validate the effects of shear-induced migration on the particle accumulation and 

subsequent fingering. 

© 2016 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved. 
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1. Introduction 

Viscous fingering, one of the seminal problems in fluid me-

chanics, occurs when a less viscous fluid displaces a more vis-

cous one in porous media [2–4] . Since its discovery, it remains

an active area of research [5–7] due to its relevance in geophys-

ical flows and other various phenomena, such as ribbing instability

[8] , balcony growth [9] , dendritic growth [10] , and flame propaga-

tion [11] . More recently, researchers have expanded the study of

viscous fingering by focusing on techniques to control or modify

fingering. For instance, the control of the viscous fingering insta-

bility was demonstrated by strategically modifying the channel ge-

ometry [12] or by modulating the elasticity of the channel walls

[5] . Alternatively, viscous fingering can also be modified by chang-

ing the fluid phases themselves. For instance, incorporating non-

Newtonian fluids, such as shear-thinning [13,14] and Boger [15] flu-

ids, has shown to change the resultant fingering behaviors com-

pared to their Newtonian counterpart. 

In this paper, we focus on the viscous fingering instability that

is specifically induced by the inclusion of non-colloidal particles

in the displacing liquid. Given the prevalence of suspension flows
∗ Corresponding author. 
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n geophysical systems, such as avalanches, as well as in indus-

ry that ranges from nanotribology to hydraulic fracturing, the

tudy of interfacial instabilities in the presence of particles repre-

ents an exciting and relatively unexplored area of research. Tang

t al. [1] first observed an unexpected interfacial instability when

 mixture of non-colloidal particles and viscous fluid displaces air

n a Hele–Shaw cell. Then, they qualitatively correlated the parti-

le volume fraction, φ0 , to the instability growth rate. It is note-

orthy that the same flow without particles is inherently stable.

ore recently, Ramachandran & Leighton [16] observed the analo-

ous fingering instability upon squeezing a particle-oil mixture be-

ween two parallel plates. 

The mechanism of particle-induced fingering is the direct result

f particle accretion on the fluid-fluid interface [1] . As the suspen-

ion viscosity is directly related to the local volume fraction, the

ncrease in particle concentration leads to the viscosity gradient

usceptible to miscible viscous fingering. The particle enrichment

n the free surface has been previously observed in the suspension

ow in a tube. For instance, Karnis & Mason measured the rate

f particle accumulation on the meniscus in a tube flow [17] . The

echanism of the particle accumulation was later elucidated by

hapman [18] who attributed it to particles’ tendency to migrate

owards the regions of low shear stress, or shear-induced migration

19,20] , upstream of the interface. More recently, Ramachandran &

eighton [21] incorporated the effects of gravity on the particle ac-

umulation near meniscus in a tube flow and used the suspension

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jnnfm.2016.06.014
http://www.ScienceDirect.com
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Table 1 

Experimental conditions tested; for all experimental 

runs, the flow rate Q and particle size D are kept con- 

stant at 150 mL/min and 125 − 150 μm, respectively. A 

φ0 range that is denoted as ‘# - #’ increases by an in- 

crement of 1%. 

h (mm) φ0 ( ×100%) 

0 .6 10–18, 20–30 (increment of 1) 

0 .7 12–30 

1 .0 12–15, 17–32 

1 .2 14, 15, 17, 20–28, 30–35 

1 .3 8, 11, 14, 17, 20–35 

1 .4 8, 11, 14, 15, 17, 20–35 
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alance model [22] to implement the effects of shear-induced mi-

ration. 

The suspension balance method [22] constitutes one of widely

sed continuum approaches to model particle-laden flows in the

ow Reynolds number limit, along with diffusive flux phenomenol-

gy [19,20,23,24] and, more recently, frictional suspension rheol-

gy that addresses the transition of suspension to granular media

25–28] . The diffusive flux model accounts for the particle migra-

ion via semi-empirical relationships between the particle flux and

ffective suspension viscosity and has been used to successfully

odel various flow configurations [20,23,24,29,30] . On the other

and, the suspension balance approach describes the particle mi-

ration due to the gradient in viscously generated particle stresses

22,31,32] . Distinct from the diffusive flux model, this method cap-

ures the rise in anisotropic normal stresses in dense suspensions.

ue to its effectiveness in describing viscoelastic characteristics of

he mixture in a non-dilute limit, the suspension balance model

ill be employed in the current analysis. 

In the present work, we experimentally quantify the aforemen-

ioned particle-induced viscous fingering by injecting suspensions

f varying φ0 into a Hele–Shaw cell of varying gap thicknesses. We

bserve the particle accretion and identify the critical particle vol-

me fraction at which the viscous fingering initiates. Image pro-

essing techniques are employed to measure the particle concen-

ration as well as the extent of interfacial deformations. In paral-

el to experiments, we theoretically confirm the effects of shear-

nduced migration far upstream of the interface, based on the sus-

ension balance method, in good agreement with the experimen-

al data. The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2.1 , we

ntroduce our experimental setup and materials used in the ex-

eriments. The experimental analysis and results are summarized

n Section 2.2 , followed by our theoretical model in Section 3 .

he paper concludes with the summary and future directions in

ection 4 . 

. Experiments 

.1. Setup and materials 

The Hele–Shaw cell consists of two plexi-glass (acrylic) plates

30.5 × 30.5 × 3.8 cm) that are leveled and separated to a gap

hickness, h . The gap separation is controlled by securing shims

McMaster) of different sizes (listed in Table 1 ) in the four corners

f the plates. The mixture is prepared by mixing a PMMS silicone

il (density ρl = 0 . 96 g/cm 

3 & viscosity ηl = 0 . 096 Pa · s, UCT) and

eutrally-buoyant polyethylene particles (density ρp = 1 . 00 g/cm 

3 ,

ospheric) with diameter, D = 125 − 150 μm, to an initial volume

raction, φ0 . A syringe pump (New Era Pump Inc., Model NE-1010)

s used to inject the mixture into the Hele–Shaw cell at a constant

ow rate, Q = 150 mL/min. An LED panel (EnvirOasis, 75W, 4200

umen) is placed under the Hele-Shaw cell to provide uniform il-

umination, while a Canon 60D camera (1920 × 1080 pixel images,
OV 64 o ) records the particle-laden flow from above at 30 frames

er second with the spatial resolution of 0.100 ± 0.0075 mm 

2 /pixel

schematic in Fig. 1 (a)). All the experimental parameters tested are

ummarized in Table 1 . 

Images collected from the experiments are processed using

ATLAB image processing toolbox. Once the images are cropped

nd smoothed with a median filter, the distance from the injection

enter to the suspension interface, R b , (schematic in Fig. 1 (b)) is

xtracted in each image using a built-in edge detection function.

he edge detection code utilizes the “Canny” method that com-

utes the local gradient of the image intensity field and identifies

he maxima as edges. Unwanted noisy “edges” that do not meet

he threshold number of data points are subsequently removed.

n addition to computing the evolving shape of the interface, the

ariation in light intensity is also used to extract the local particle

oncentration inside the suspension, which will be elaborated in

ection 2.2 . 

.2. Experimental results 

We inject the particle-oil mixture from the center of the Hele–

haw cell by varying two key parameters: initial particle volume

raction, φ0 , and the ratio of gap thickness to particle diameter,

 / D . Fig. 1 (b) shows a typical image of fingering at φ0 = 0 . 35 and

/D = 10 . 2 : as particles accumulate on the interface, the fluid-fluid

nterface deforms with growing particle clusters (see zoomed-in

mage of Fig. 1 (b)). However, fingering does not occur in all con-

itions, as demonstrated in Fig. 2 . At very low volume fractions,

he distribution of suspension in the cell is uniform, with no re-

ultant fingering. As φ0 is increased, the particle accumulation on

he meniscus becomes visible; finally, beyond some critical value

f φ0 , the interfacial deformations appear, accompanied by the for-

ation of particle clusters. 

Fig. 3 (a) illustrates the time-elapsed comparison between typ-

cal low concentration ( φ0 = 0 . 14 ) and high concentration ( φ0 =
 . 35 ) cases, while all the other parameters ( i.e. h / D, Q ) remain un-

hanged. At φ0 = 0 . 14 , the interface remains circular over time,

ith the uniform distribution of particles throughout. At φ0 =
 . 35 , the interfacial deformations and particle cluster formation

re first observed around time = 5 . 8 s. As the interface advances

urther, the fingering patterns do not significantly change in mag-

itude, while the particle clusters grow radially. Notably, the spa-

ial distribution of interfacial fingers and particle clusters appears

emarkably uniform for all times. In addition, the plot of the in-

tantaneous radius, R b , as a function of θ in Fig. 3 (b) clearly

emonstrates the difference between the low and high concentra-

ion regimes; R b at φ0 = 0 . 35 strongly varies with θ while that of

0 = 0 . 14 remains relatively uniform, which matches the qualita-

ive observations. 

The overall magnitude of interfacial deformation can be com-

uted as a single dimensionless parameter, � [16] , such that 

= 

1 

S 

∫ S 

0 

(
1 − R b (s ) 

R 

)2 

ds, (1) 

here s refers to the curvilinear coordinate defined along the in-

erface, while R is the radius of the best fitted circle of the area oc-

upied by the suspension (notations given in Fig. 1 (b)). As � char-

cterizes the deviation of the instantaneous interface from a circle,

t reduces to zero when R b (s ) = R, or the interface forms a per-

ect circle. Fig. 3 (c) shows the plot of � versus R ( t )/ R 0 for varying

alues of φ0 . Consistent with our observations, � at early times

ppears to be independent of φ0 for all cases within the margin

f error [33] . The effect of φ0 on � is evident at later times, as �

ises much more significantly for larger φ0 . However, overall the

alue of � remains in the order of 10 −4 even for large φ0 , sug-

esting that the interfacial deformations are minimal, compared to
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Fig. 1. (a) Schematic of the experimental setup: suspensions are injected into the Hele–Shaw cell from the center hole, and experimental observations are recorded with 

the camera from above. (b) Image of fingering phenomenon at φ0 = 0 . 35 , h/D = 10 . 2 : both the interfacial deformations and particle clusters are clearly visible. The symbol, 

s , corresponds to the curvilinear coordinate defined along the edge; R b is the instantaneous radius from the center to the interface, while R denotes the radius of the best 

fitted circle. The inset shows the zoomed image of the particle cluster that grows perpendicular to the interface. 

Fig. 2. Dependence of fingering phenomenon on initial particle volume fraction, φ0 , is clearly demonstrated via the experimental images with h/D = 10 . 2 and increasing 

φ0 . At small φ0 , the distribution of suspension remains quite uniform. Interfacial deformations are first observed at φ0 = 0 . 24 and become more pronounced as φ0 further 

increases. The black arrows in the pure oil case indicate the direction of the flow. 

Fig. 3. (a) Time-elapsed images from two separate experimental runs: φ0 = 0 . 14 (left) and φ0 = 0 . 35 (right). At φ0 = 0 . 14 , the shape stays almost circular over time, and 

the particle concentration appears uniform over the whole suspension. At φ0 = 0 . 35 , interfacial deformations and particle clusters initially appear around t = 5 . 8 s and are 

observed for all times thereafter. (b) The plot of the center-to-interface distance, R b for φ0 = 0 . 14 and 0.35 at h/D = 10 . 2 . Consistent with the interfacial shapes in (a), R b is 

nearly uniform for φ0 = 0 . 14 , indicating a circular shape, while R b for φ0 = 0 . 35 strongly varies with θ . (c) The plot of � over dimensionless time, R / R 0 . 
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Fig. 4. (a) The number of total fingers, n , at R ≈ 10 cm is counted for all φ0 , At h/D = 10 . 2 , for instance, there is a sharp increase in n at φ0 = 0 . 23 − 0 . 24 and plateaus 

to approximately 50 for large φ0 . This transition point in n is used to systematically determine the boundary between “no fingering” and “fingering” regimes. (b) All 

experimental runs are organized into a phase diagram that shows the dependence of fingering instability on φ0 and h / D . At large h / D , the boundary between no fingering 

(square) and fingering (triangle) appears to be independent of h / D ; however, the onset of fingering notably shifts to a smaller value of φ0 as h / D decreases (the bottom three 

rows of data). 
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he classical viscous fingering with fractal-like patterns [7] . Inter-

stingly, our fingering patterns are reminiscent of “stubby” fingers

bserved by Pilher–Puzovic and co-authors [5] who displaced oil

ith air in an elastic walled channel. In [5] , the elastic membrane

s shown to stabilize the unstable air-oil interface, hence, suppress-

ng the growth of fingers. Similarly, in our present work, the in-

erently stable viscosity ratio between the suspension and air also

uppresses interfacial deformations and yields “stubby” fingers. 

Based on aforementioned observations and measurements, each

xperimental run can be organized into ‘no fingering’ versus ‘fin-

ering’ regimes, for given φ0 and h / D . In order to identify the tran-

ition between the two regimes in a consistent and quantitative

anner, the total number of fingers, n , (determined by the number

f local minima in R b ) at R ≈ 10 cm has been extracted for varying

0 and h / D . For given h / D, n sharply increases for increasing φ0 

nd plateaus to a relatively constant value for large φ0 ( Fig. 4 (a)).

n corroboration with the videos, this point of transition in n reli-

bly marks the boundary between ‘no fingering’ versus ‘fingering’

egimes. For instance, at h/D = 10 . 2 , the interface consists of ap-

roximately 20 fingers for φ0 = 0 . 23 − 0 . 24 , which more than dou-

les for φ0 ≥ 0.25. Accordingly, φ0 = 0 . 23 − 0 . 24 is considered the

ransition regime. 

Based on the values of n , we systematically determine finger-

ng regimes and summarize them in a φ0 − h/D phase diagram. In

ig. 4 (b), the square and triangle symbols correspond to ‘no finger-

ng’ and ‘fingering’ regimes, respectively, while ‘ × ’ indicates the

ransition between the two. For large h / D � 10 or the “continuum”

imit, the onset of fingering appears to coincide with φ0 ≈ 0.24, in-

ependent of h / D . This h / D -independent behavior is also evident in

he number of fingers; for h / D � 10, n plateaus at around 50, while

t reaches up to 80 for smaller h / D . Interestingly, in addition to an

ncrease in n , the fingering initiates at lower φ0 as h / D decreases.

his alludes to two possible effects that affect fingering: the effects

f wall confinement ( i.e. small h / D ) and the increased injection ve-

ocity that scales as Q /( rh ). To decouple the two effects, additional

xperiments have been conducted in which the injection velocity

s kept constant (by adjusting Q for varying h ). The results reveal

hat decreasing h at a constant injection velocity induces fingering

t a lower value of φ0 , confirming the effects of wall confinement.

n the other hand, the increased velocity is shown to cause finger-

ng to initiate at a larger radius; this transient nature of fingering

s beyond the scope of this manuscript and will be addressed as

uture work. 

To experimentally confirm the particle accumulation, we mea-

ure the depth-averaged volume fraction φ̄, as a function of the

adial position, r , by extracting the light intensity, I , via MATLAB

mage processing tools. Note that, in order to eliminate the effects

f non-uniformity in lighting on I , the background image prior to
 m  
njection has been systematically subtracted from all images. The

elationship between I and φ̄(r) is given in [34] as: 

 

log I(r) 
I min 

log I max 

I min 

= φ̄(r) , (2) 

here, I min and I max are the minimum and maximum intensity val-

es of a given image, respectively. The empirical parameter, k , in

q. (2) is obtained by integrating φ̄(r) from the center to the fluid

nterface and satisfying mass conservation, such that 
 R 

0 

2 πφ̄rdr = φ0 πR 

2 , (3)

n which R is used in lieu of R b ( s ). In order to discard the in-

ection hole area, the lower limit of the integral in Eq. (3) is set

o be a non-zero value, which is negligibly small compared to R .

ig. 5 demonstrates typical φ̄(r) profiles evolving over time for two

ifferent values of φ0 : (a) φ0 = 0 . 11 that falls in the no fingering

egime and (b) φ0 = 0 . 32 with clear fingering. For both cases, the

article volume fraction at the entrance is consistently lower than

0 and rises as r → R . This rise in φ̄ near the interface is notably

teeper for larger φ0 and is preceded by the region of constant φ̄.

nterestingly, Fig. 5 (a) suggests that the increase in φ̄ over r alone

oes not guarantee the occurrence of fingering. 

. Continuum model 

.1. Fingering mechanism 

Particle-induced viscous fingering is caused by the accumula-

ion of particles on the meniscus, as described in Fig. 6 (b). This in-

rease in particle concentration directly correlates to an increase in

he effective suspension viscosity, which results in miscible viscous

ngering and subsequent formation of particle clusters (labelled as

 in Fig. 6 (d)). Finally, the interface deforms due to a greater flow

esistance through viscous clusters (C) relative to the surrounding

edium (D) (see Fig. 6 (e)). Therefore, as shown in Fig. 3 , the par-

icle clusters and fingering patterns on the interface are perfectly

orrelated from its initial appearance over time. Furthermore, if

ore particles collect near the interface with increasing φ0 , more

ronounced interfacial deformations and particle clustering are ob-

erved. Therefore, the key to understand particle-induced fingering

ies in the fundamental understanding of the particle accumula-

ion mechanism. However, it is important to note that the particle

ccumulation on the interface is a bare minimum condition for fin-

ering, not necessarily a sufficient one in itself, as demonstrated in

ig. 5 (a), and requires further investigation. 

Two physical mechanisms behind the particle accretion on the

eniscus have been identified, originally in the context of the
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Fig. 5. Profile of particle volume fraction at h/D = 10 . 2 and φ0 = 0 . 11 (a) and φ0 = 0 . 32 (b), respectively. In both plots, the depth-averaged local volume fraction φ̄(r) 

increases in r . At φ0 = 0 . 32 , the curve increases more sharply, preceded by a notably constant region of φ̄, compared to the φ0 = 0 . 11 case that shows a more gradual 

increase. The error in φ̄0 as a result of an estimated 1% error in I has been computed to be approximately ±0.002 for all times and r and included as error bars. 

Fig. 6. (a) The radial particle-laden flow is divided into an upstream region (A) versus downstream region (B). In region A, the flow can be assumed to be steady and 

unidirectional, resulting in a simple 1D model based on the suspension balance approach. The particle dynamics in region B involves the effects of a fountain flow and is 

not straightforward to model at this stage. (b) The plot of φ̄ versus r / R for φ0 = 0 . 17 and h/D = 10 . 2 that clearly exhibits an upstream region A over which φ̄ is constant 

followed by B over which φ̄ steeply rises. (c)–(e) Schematic illustrating the sequence of events that lead to fingering: (c) particles collect near the interface as they move 

faster than the suspension; (d) the concentration gradient yields an effective viscosity gradient that leads to miscible fingering and particle clustering; (e) the relatively slow 

flow through clusters causes interfacial deformations. 
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particle-laden flow in a tube: particle-entrainment in the “fountain”

flow and shear-induced migration in the fully-developed upstream

flow [17,18,21] . Karnis and Mason found that the fountain flow near

the meniscus diverts particles that approach the interface towards

the tube walls; however, finite-sized particles become re-entrained

into the fountain flow instead of being swept onto the walls, lead-

ing to particle accumulation [17] . Accordingly, this wall exclusion

effect is supposed to vanish in the limit of vanishingly small parti-

cles, or in the continuum limit. 

Surprisingly, Chapman demonstrated experimentally that the

meniscus enrichment is present even in the continuum limit due

to particle migration far upstream of the interface [18] . Shear-

induced migration refers to the particle diffusion from the re-
ions of high shear ( i.e. near channel walls where particles are

ore likely to collide) to those of low shear in a fully-developed,

ressure-driven flow [19,20] . Hence, as illustrated in Fig. 6 (a), up-

tream of the interface, there are more particles near the centerline

here the flow is the fastest, leading to a net flux of particles to-

ards the interface that is moving at the mean suspension veloc-

ty. Therefore, this net flux of particles upstream of the interface

eads to the non-zero accumulation of particles near the interface,

ven in the continuum limit in which the wall exclusion effects are

egligible. 

The analogous particle accretion phenomenon that drives the

nterfacial instability is also observed in our current Hele-Shaw ge-

metry, as it has previously been shown in [1,16] . While the actual
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echanism behind particle accretion may be some combination of

article dynamics in the fountain flow and in the fully-developed

ow, we presently focus on the effects of shear-induced migration

pstream of the interface, which should be dominant in the con-

inuum limit. We hereby define the ratio of the upstream mean

article speed, ū 
p 
r , to that of the suspension, ū r , in the following

ay: 

≡ ū 

p 
r 

ū r 
= 

( ̄φh ) −1 
∫ h/ 2 

−h/ 2 u 

p 
r φdz 

h 

−1 
∫ h/ 2 

−h/ 2 u r dz 
, (4) 

here φ̄(r) = h −1 
∫ h/ 2 
−h/ 2 

φdz, and u r and u 
p 
r denote local suspension

nd particle radial velocities, respectively. As previously explained,

he value of β must be greater than 1 far upstream of the inter-

ace, in order for the particle accretion and fingering to occur. In

ddition, β qualitatively corresponds to the rate of particle accu-

ulation on the interface, while the detailed particle concentration

ear the interface is strongly coupled to the fountain flow [17] ( i.e.

egime B in Fig. 6 (a)), which is beyond the scope of the paper.

herefore, we will theoretically verify this necessary condition for

article accumulation ( i.e. β > 1), by deriving the expression of β
s a function of φ0 in the upstream regime away from the interface

A in Fig. 6 (a)). 

.2. Problem formulation 

In order to compute β that depends on φ and velocity pro-

les, we model the particle-laden flow as a continuum based

n the suspension balance approach [22] . The suspension balance

ethod [22] considers the conservation of mass and momentum

f both the overall suspension and the particulate phase in the low

eynolds number limit. Then, the governing equations are given as

ollows: for the suspension, 

∇ · u = 0 , (5) 

∇ · � = 0 , (6) 

nd for the particulate phase, 

∂φ
∂t 

+ ∇ · (φu 

p ) = 0 , (7) 

∇ · �p + F = 0 , (8) 

here � and �p correspond to the total stress tensors of the sus-

ension and particulate phase, respectively. The inter-phase drag

orce, F , is given by 

 = −18 ηl 

D 

2 

φ

f (φ) 
(u 

p − u ) , (9)

here the hindrance function, f ( φ) has an empirical form, f (φ) =
(1 − φ) n , with n ≈ 5.1 in the Stokes flow [35] . Note that, specific

o our current geometry, the governing equations will be consid-

red in the cylindrical coordinate system, such that the suspension

elocity vector is given by u = (u r , u θ , u z ) ; u 

p refers to the velocity

ector of the particulate phase. 

The suspension and particulate phase are coupled through the

onstitutive relationships of the stress tensors, namely, 

� = −pI + ηl [ ∇u + ∇u T

 ] + �p , (10) 

�p = �p 
n + (ηs (φ) − ηl ) [ ∇ u + ∇ u T

 ] , (11) 

here p is the suspension pressure, and the effective suspension

iscosity, ηs , is empirically given as 

s (φ) = ηl 

exp (−2 . 34 φ) 

(1 − φ/φm 

) 3 
, (12) 
d  
alid even for dense suspensions [36] , where φm 

= 0 . 62 is the

aximum packing fraction. Furthermore, the particulate stress, �p ,

onsists of the viscously generated normal stress, �p 
n ∝ ηn ˙ γ , where

˙ is the shear rate and ηn refers to the effective normal viscosity

36,37] : 

ηn 

ηs 
= 

0 . 75( φ
φm 

) 2 (1 − φ
φm 

) −2 

1 + 2 . 5 φm 

(1 − φ
φm 

) −1 + 0 . 1 

φ2 

φm 
(1 − φ

φm 
) −2 

. (13) 

.3. Steady, thin-film model 

In the upstream regime (A) away from the interface, it is rea-

onable to assume a steady state suspension flow, so that the gov-

rning equations for the particulate phase yield ∇ · �p = 0 , and

 

p − u = 0 . Furthermore, in the lubrication limit (i.e. ∂ / ∂ r 	 ∂ / ∂ z )
nd assuming axisymmetry (i.e. ∂ /∂ θ = 0 ), the particulate govern-

ng equation reduces to 

 = 

d 

dz 
( −ηn ˙ γ ) , (14) 

here ˙ γ = d u r /d z in the thin-film limit; physically, this equa-

ion implies that the particles must arrange themselves in the z -

irection in such a way that the normal stress is constant through-

ut the thin film. Under the same assumptions, the suspension

omentum equation reduces to 

dp 

dr 
= 

d 

dz 
( ηs ˙ γ ) . (15) 

ntegrating both sides with respect to z , subject to the boundary

ondition, ˙ γ (z = 0) = 0 , yields (d p/d r) z = ηs ˙ γ . Hence, by combin-

ng Eqs. (14) and (15) , we obtain the following ordinary differential

quation, 

ηn 

ηs 
z = ( −ηn ˙ γ ) 

(
dp 

dr 

)−1 

= constant , (16) 

hich can be solved numerically to yield φ, u r , and p , subject to 

Q = 2 π r 
∫ h/ 2 

−h/ 2 u r dz, (17) 

Qφ0 = 2 π r 
∫ h/ 2 

−h/ 2 u 

p 
r φdz, (18) 

here u 
p 
r = u r . The two conditions above, (17) and (18) , ensure the

teady flow rate of the mixture, Q , as well as the uniform concen-

ration, φ0 , upon injection. 

The resultant local volume fraction, φ( z ), and the mixture ve-

ocity profile, u r , are plotted in Fig. 7 , which qualitatively match

he previous results of a fully-developed 1D suspension flow

22,38,39] . Due to shear-induced migration, or, equivalently, to en-

ure constant particulate normal stress, the particle concentration

s found to be higher near the centerline ( z = 0 ) than near the wall

 z = h/ 2 ). Unlike the diffusive flux model [39] , the particle concen-

ration at z = 0 remains below φm 

for the range of φ0 considered

 Fig. 7 (a)). The corresponding dimensionless velocity profile, u r / ̄u r ,

s plotted in Fig. 7 (b) and exhibits the blunting of the velocity near

 = 0 , due to a higher particle concentration at the centerline, also

onsistent with previous findings [22,38,39] . 

.4. Connection to fingering 

Going back to the necessary condition for particle accumula-

ion and fingering, we expect the ratio of the mean particle veloc-

ty to the mean suspension velocity, β , to be greater than 1. As a

irect result of higher φ near z = 0 where the flow is the fastest,
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Fig. 7. Profiles of (a) local φ and (b) normalized radial velocity, u r / ̄u r , along the z -axis for varying φ0 . 

Fig. 8. Plots of (a) β1D and (b) φ0 (1 − 1 /β1D ) with varying φ0 , where β1D denotes β derived based on the suspension balance model. (c) The values of β1D reasonably 

match those obtained experimentally (i.e. βexp ) for varying φ0 and h / D . 
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we show in Fig. 8 (a) that β > 1 for all φ0 ; however, β surpris-

ingly decreases with φ0 . The latter indicates that the resultant fin-

gering does not generally increase with the rate of particle accu-

mulation on the interface, given by β . Instead, the fingering mech-

anism is shown to depend on the total amount of particles accu-

mulated on the interface, φ0 (1 − β−1 ) : the product of the relative

particle accumulation rate, (β − 1) , and the depth-average particle

concentration in the upstream regime, φ̄up = φ0 β
−1 , by mass con-

servation in Eq. (18) . As φ0 (1 − β−1 ) increases, the higher particle

concentration and effective viscosity become higher near the inter-

face. As a result, larger φ0 (1 − β−1 ) is more likely to cause misci-

ble fingering and interfacial deformations. As shown in Fig. 8 (b),

φ0 (1 − β−1 ) increases with φ0 ; thus, fingering becomes more pro-

nounced as φ0 increases, as shown in Fig. 2 . Note that there is no

explicit dependence on h / D in the continuum model, which qual-

itatively explains why the fingering onset appears to be indepen-

dent of h / D for h / D � 10, as shown in Fig. 4 (b). 

As φ̄up can be directly measured from experimental results

shown in Fig. 5 , we can thus obtain the value of β experimentally

(denoted with superscript ‘exp’) and compare it to that derived

theoretically (denoted with superscript ‘1D’). The resultant plot of

β1D versus βexp shows a reasonable collapse onto a single line of

the slope = 1 . 06 , for all values of φ0 and h / D considered. Finally,

the average concentration of downstream region, φav , is derived

as φav = φ0 + φ0 (1 − β−1 ) R 2 
in 

/ (R 2 − R 2 
in 

) by volume conservation of

particles. According to Fig 6 (b), the size of the upstream regime,

R in , collapses onto a single line for all times when scaled by R .

This implies that R in ∝ R , which leads to φav − φ0 ∝ φ0 (1 − β−1 ) .

Therefore, for given φ0 , the average downstream concentration,

φav , does not change over time, while the local particle concen-

tration near the interface cannot be computed without resolving

the fountain flow. 

4. Discussion 

In summary, we hereby present the particle-induced viscous

fingering when a suspension of neutrally buoyant particles and oil
s injected radially into a Hele-Shaw cell, which was previously ob-

erved in [1,16] . This surprising fingering phenomenon is directly

ue to the presence of particles, as the injection of a clear oil into a

ele–Shaw cell is inherently stable. Building on the previous work

1,16] , we experimentally quantify the critical volume fraction, φ0 ,

t which fingering initiates for given h / D , by measuring the the to-

al number of fingers at a fixed suspension radius. In addition, we

xperimentally measure the depth-average particle concentration,
¯ , which clearly shows that the particles accumulate near the in-

erface. This increase in particle concentration near the interface

orresponds to a higher effective viscosity; this viscosity gradient

esults in miscible fingering and subsequent interfacial deforma-

ions. 

In tandem to experiments, we use the suspension balance ap-

roach to model the particle-laden flow as a continuum valid in

he limit of D / h 	 1, far upstream of the interface where we can

easonably assume a fully-developed, unidirectional flow. This sim-

le model is motivated by the fact the particle accumulation on

he interface arises from shear-induced migration of particles up-

tream of the interface. Specifically, we compute β which is the

easure of the particle accumulation rate on the interface as a

unction of φ0 . Our results indicate that, while β must be greater

han 1 for fingering to occur, fingering depends more directly on

he total amount of particles collected near the interface, given by

0 (1 − β−1 ) , instead of β alone. 

Although the particle-induced viscous fingering shares similar

undamental physics with miscible viscous fingering for clear flu-

ds, some key differences exist. Notably, while miscible fingering

ccurs inside the suspension flow, “de-fingering” must also take

lace on the interface, since the air viscosity outside the interface

s much lower than the suspension viscosity. This stabilizing ef-

ect suppresses the finger growth; thus, the particle-induced vis-

ous fingering exhibits relatively dull and short fingers, distinct

rom narrow and long fingering patterns observed in the clear

uid counterpart [40] . During “de-fingering”, two adjacent fingers

erge, leaving a particle cluster between the fingers. This process

s repeatedly observed, splitting each finger into mostly two fin-
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ers, which is part of our on-going investigation. Additional on-

oing work includes performing a stability analysis of the particle-

aden flow to identify the critical value of φ0 that leads to mis-

ible fingering. While our current simple model successfully vali-

ates the effect of shear-induced migration on particle accumula-

ion, further analysis is needed to predict the onset of fingering as

ell as to understand the particle dynamics in the fountain flow

egion. Finally, complete understanding of the effect of the wall

onfinement on fingering may necessitate full numerical simula-

ions based on Stokesian dynamics [41] . 

Overall, the interfacial instability in the suspension flow is rel-

vant for various geophysical flows as well as numerous applica-

ions both in the energy sector (i.e. enhanced oil recovery) and

iomedical field. Despite its significance, the coupled dynamics be-

ween the fluid-fluid interface and particles remains relatively un-

xplored, and this work represents initial steps towards elucidat-

ng this coupling. The results of this study can be expanded to

ther types of flows involving suspension film flows, such as sus-

ension drop dynamics on a surface [42,43] , suspension spreading

n a rheometer [16] , or blood flows in a thin film geometry [44] . 
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